SmartWay Posts 10/22
LINKEDIN
Monday 10/22 (Chad) — (tech/logistics)
Traditional supply chains working on an analog network simply can’t keep up in a complex digital world,
but intelligent technology offers a means to reinvent the supply chain. Learn the challenges outdated
systems face in the modern environment and the solutions intelligent technology offers to revolutionize
supply chain operations: https://bit.ly/2ym3BR1.

🛤

Tuesday 10/23 (Chris) — (KC news)
In a nod to the booming transport
scene in KC and the area’s role as a #logistics hub, a #blockchain
symposium is coming to Lawrence. This Friday, experts from across the digital tech
and
transportation sectors will join the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals and two student
organizations for an exploration into the potential of blockchain technology in supply chain management.
Learn more about the event and KC’s logistics scene: https://bit.ly/2AhQLob.

🖥

🛤

Wednesday 10/24 (Chad) — (rail)
Thanks to a thriving economy, high freight demand and the continued growth of intermodal, #rail
looks to be heading on a good track. Statistics show a continuing upward trend for the industry as well as
a low operating ratio, all of which bodes well for the financial health of rail freight moving forward. Find
out more about the current and future state of US rail: https://bit.ly/2Oxo6Er.

🚚

Thursday 10/25 (Chris) — (trucking)
The debate over driver
hours-of-service rules is #trucking on, but input from stakeholders suggests the
possibility of more regulation flexibility. After FMCSA requested comments, several trucking-related
trade organizations voiced support for adapting #regulations for commercial vehicle drivers, including
proposals to split rest time requirements. Learn more about the discussion and what it could mean for
trucking: https://bit.ly/2pWStp7.

Thursday 10/26 (Company) — (blog)
#DKY natural gas vehicles cut greenhouse gas emissions up to 20 percent compared to diesel-powered
vehicles? Many fleets are hesitant to make massive overhauls, but changes may be down the road for

trucking. With stricter EPA emissions regulations set to kick in soon and the global oil scene as volatile as
ever, low-emission, stable and available natural gas fuel is an increasingly appealing option. Learn more
about the current state of alternate fuels in the trucking industry from our latest blog post:
https://bit.ly/2O2RNby.

INSTAGRAM (1)
Thursday 10/25 — (shipping)

🚢

🚗

Most of us may travel more by car or plane✈ than boat nowadays, but the same can’t be said for cargo
goods. #DYK the shipping industry accounts for roughly 90 percent of the movement of goods
worldwide ? That includes 53 percent of US imports and 38 percent of US exports carried by marine
vessel!

🌎

#shipping #shippingindustry #internationalshipping #marine #oceanfreight #cargo #boat #ship #tanker
#logistics #3pl #transportation #transport #transportationlogistics #kansascity #smartway #globaltrade
#dyk #port #facts #funfacts #fyi #supplychain #supplychainmanagement #imports #exports
#maritimeindustry

FACEBOOK
Wednesday 10/24 — (blog)
With environmental sustainability a buzzword these days, transportation companies are exploring options
to update their fleets. Now trucking is increasingly turning to natural gas as a viable alternative fuel to
reduce emissions and protect against volatile diesel oil prices. Learn more about the current state of
alternative fuels in the trucking industry on our latest blog post: https://bit.ly/2O2RNby.

TWITTER

🌊

🌎

Monday 10/22 — (shipping)
The global waters
are rough, but two developments offer promise for global
#logistics and
#transportation. Evolution in autonomous vessels and liquid natural gas are spurring a call for
collaboration between the US and EU. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2CVENDa. @LogisticsMgmt

Tuesday 10/23 — (warehouse/logistics)

🏎

🖥

Speed is the word in today’s booming economy, and #logistics providers are scrambling to keep up.
Experts point to collaboration between firms and adoption of new #technology
as keys to staying
ahead. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2RKGh7u. @TransportTopics

🚚

Wednesday 10/24 — (trucking)
A new study is checking up on #truck
driver #health and safety in an effort to advise companies in
driver wellness programs. In addition, new #tech
offers promising solutions to improve driver lifestyle
and performance . Learn more: https://bit.ly/2EFdjTY. @FreightWaves

👍

🖥

📦

Thursday 10/25 —
With the stage set by Amazon’s two-day model, #shipping
has entered a new arena. But the trifecta of
speed, customer experience and smooth last-mile delivery is no easy feat. Check out these four strategies
to develop an ace shipping plan: https://bit.ly/2S2CXVJ. @SDCExec

GOOGLE+ (1) — blog push
Trucking Industry Drives Toward Natural Gas as Sustainable Solution
The trucking industry is joining the sustainability race with a mounting drive to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. With green initiatives a hot topic and the global oil scene increasingly unstable, many fleets
are moving toward natural gas as a solution.
Natural gas vehicles produce up to 20 percent lower greenhouse gas emissions than diesel-powered
vehicles, and the price of natural gas fuel is historically constant, unlike notoriously volatile oil prices.
Learn more: https://bit.ly/2O2RNby.

